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Taiwan has developed their ’s own
architecture over 50years.Before 50’s
because lack of enough social resource,
Taiwan Architecture development discourse
seems very slow. Until April,1971, Prof.
Han,Pao-Te also Chairman of Dept. of
Architecture，Tung-Hai University founded
the magazine 「Environment and Form」focus
the issue of foreign new ideas of architecture
and environment knowledge, it seems more
systematically through the media of
magazine to introduce the new knowledge to
Taiwan, and keep the domestic architecture
development follow the main stream of
world architecture trends.
  In the other hands, the 「Chinese
Architect」magazine, which is supported by
the National Union of Chinese Architect and
founded in Jan.1975, has different editing
strategy of 「E and F」magazine. 「Chinese
Architect」 has concentrate more on the
locality architecture activities, and trying to
produce her own architecture knowledge.
These two magazines acting two different but
important role（inside out and outside in）to
format a very solid of Taiwan Modern
Architecture Discourse during 1970-1980.
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expect that necessity，rather than art，must
dictate design in Taiwan today，but what kind
buildings are produced ？ It would be
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